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Abstract
We will give a short overview on recent approaches
to support developers by mining software repositories
and outline current and future challenges from which
knowledge collaboration can benefit.

1. Introduction
When people collaborate, they communicate and
create documents that are shared among each other. In
most projects these artifacts are collected and archived
in software repositories: For open source projects,
communications between developers are stored in mailing lists, newsgroups, and personal archives. Changes
to the source code of software are recorded in version
archives such as CVS. Failures and feature requests are
submitted to and discussed in issue tracking systems
such as Bugzilla. Explicit knowledge such as documentation and design documents is published on websites
or wikis.
Recently a new research area evolved that mines
software repositories. Although most approaches have
focused on understanding software and its evolution so
far, software repositories can be leveraged to support
developers and their collaboration.
In this paper, we will give a short overview on the
state-of-art of mining software repositories with respect
to collaboration (Section 2), before we outline ongoing
and future challenges from which knowledge collaboration can benefit (Section 3).

2. Supporting Developers
In this section we present several examples how historic data was used to support collaboration among
developers. Our overview is not complete since we
favored research that actually resulted in tools. For a
broader view on mining software repositories we refer
to the MSR workshop series [6].

Figure 1. After an initial change to a method,
eROSE recommends related code locations.
Project memory. The Hipikat tool by Cubranic et
al. [2] was the first one to combine artifacts from
different software repositories such as version archives, bug databases, documentation, and mailing
lists. Developers can explicitly query this project
memory for related artifacts after selecting an initial
artifact. Hipikat’s recommendations are especially
useful for newcomers to a software project.
Guiding developers. The eROSE tool by Zimmermann et al. [10] guides programmers along related
changes by mining version archives. When a developer changes f() and other people have changed f()
together with g() in the past, eROSE will detect this
and suggest “Programmers who changed function
f() also changed function g()” (see Figure 1). In
contrast to Hipikat, eROSE makes recommendations
automatically and suggests specific actions (change,
add, or delete something).
Software navigation. The NavTracks tool by Singer et
al. [7] monitors the navigation history of a single
developer and use this data to support her future
navigation. DeLine et al. [3] extended this work in
their Team Tracks tool to multiple developers that
share navigation history.
All these tools leverage one or more software repositories to support developers by providing knowledge that
is obtained from the past. In the next section, we will
outline ongoing research challenges that will further
improve knowledge collaboration.

3. Challenges
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Multiple data sources. Most research focuses only on
one data source such as version archives or bug databases. In recent research several software repositories have been combined (starting with Hipikat [2]).
This gives additional context to mining. For instance, one can assess changes using bug databases,
thus getting a notion of good vs. bad knowledge.
Fine-grained changes. All tools discussed in Section 2
focused only on artifact level such as files, methods,
or bug reports. Recently, more fine-grained changes
were analyzed [4] and used to identify usage patterns [5] or cross-cutting concerns [1]. Combined
with context information this will lead to tools that
can assess new changes based on knowledge that is
mined from software repositories (think of a selflearning bad smell check across developers).
Collecting new data. Most research analyzed existing
software repositories. However, at some point the
information available will be exhausted. The NavTracks [7] and Team Tracks [3] tools pioneered a
new direction. Instead of taking existing repositories
they build their own repositories which are then analyzed. This way, one gets more and better data to
turn into knowledge. Related research in this area
includes waypointing and social tagging of software
as proposed by Storey et al. [8].
Mining across projects. Typically multiple projects
are mined at the same time for understanding software evolution. However, when it comes to supporting developer, only single projects were investigated
so far. Xie and Pei were the first ones to mine
knowledge (usage patterns) across multiple projects [9]. By considering a large amount of projects,
one can build a huge knowledge base. The goal will
be to improve search engines for source code such
as Koders1 and smoothly integrate them into IDEs.
Although mining software repositories does not explicitly support collaboration, it creates knowledge that
helps developers. Since this knowledge is mined from
data that comes from different developers, one can
think of implicit knowledge collaboration: the knowledge is collected in the background and shared among
developers.
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